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1. Introduction
In the series of papers [13],[4],[5],[6] a modern approach to quantization on Kahler

manifolds was proposed which combines together geometric quantization [11],[15], symbol

quantization [3] and deformation quantization [2]. The main idea of this approach can be

formulated for quantization on a general symplectic manifold M. as follows.

• To give a geometric realization of a family of Hilbert spaces Hh over the manifold

M., parametrized by a small parameter h which plays a role of Planck constant (by

means of geometric quantization or of its generalizations).

• To describe a geometric construction of a symbol mapping from functions on M. to

operators in Hh (the construction of operator symbols).

• To choose appropriate algebras Ah of symbols such that the symbol mapping pro-

vides a representation of Ah in Hh-

• To find the deformation quantization which controls the asymptotic expansion of

the symbol product as h —» 0 in the same geometric framework.

The aim of this paper is to carry out this quantization program on a generalized flag

manifold, a homogeneous space of a compact semisimple Lie group, endowed with an

invariant pseudo-Kahler structure.

In [8] it was shown that the theory of spherical Harish-Chandra modules provides a

natural algebraic construction of "mixed" symbol algebras on a generalized flag manifold,

which in particular cases are algebras of Berezin's covariant and contravariant symbols.

In the present paper we consider an alternative, geometric construction of such an

algebra A on & flag manifold M, which involves some invariant pseudo-Kahler structure

on M. This construction was independently introduced in [1] and [9]. Then we describe

a natural geometric representation of the algebra A in sheaf cohomology of the quantum

line bundle on M. The description is based on the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem. It turns out

that the algebras of Berezin's covariant and contravariant symbols correspond to totally

positive and totally negative Kahler structures respectively.

Then we consider ^-parametrized families of symbol algebras for which the asymp-

totic expansion of the symbol product as h —• 0 leads to deformation quantization with

separation of variables (see [7]).

2. Equivariant families of functions on homogeneous manifolds

Let K be a real Lie group, kT its real Lie algebra, k* the real dual to kr. For X G

fcr, F 6 k* denote their pairing by < F, X >.

Let M be a homogeneous if-manifold. Denote by T* the shift operator by k G K

in C°°{M)t Tkf(x) = f{k~lx), x E M, f € C°°(M). We call a family of real smooth



functions {fx }, X G Av, on M a K-equivariant family if A;r 9 X *-* fx is a linear mapping

from A:r to C°°(M), if-equivariant with respect to the adjoint action on kT and the shift

action on C°°(M), so that for all Jfc € K, X e kr holds Tkfx = fAd(k)x-

For X e kr denote by Vx the corresponding fundamental vector field on M. For

k e K holds the relation T^vxT^1 = VAd{k)x, X e kr, where vx is treated as a differential

operator in C°°{M).

For a if-equivariant family {fx} on M and for all X, Y € Av holds the relation

Given a /f-equivariant family {fx} on M,, define a "moment" mapping 7 : _M —• A;*

/f-equivariant with respect to the shift action on Ai and coadjoint action on A;*, such that

for all x 6 M, X 6 kr holds < 7(1), X >= fx(x).

Since M. is homogeneous, the image of 7 is a single coadjoint orbit Q, = f(Ai) C

k*. For X e Av denote by ux the corresponding fundamental vector field on ft. It is

Hamiltonian with respect to the A"-invariant symplectic structure given by the Kirillov

symplectic form LJQ on £L The function /jf(F) = < F,X >, F e Cl, is its Hamiltonian

function, i.e., d/£ = -i(u$)u;n. For X,y £ fcv holds u;n(^,vp) = /fty ] .
Remark. K-equivariant families {/x} on M are in one-to-one correspondence with

/f-equivariant mappings 7 : M. —• A;*. To a given 7 there corresponds the coadjoint orbit

ft = i(M) and the family {fx} such that fx = 7*/x = fx ° 7-

Fix a point xo € A1 and denote by /Co C if the isotropy subgroup of the point io-

The mapping 7 and thus the /f-equivariant family {fx} itself are completely determined

by the image point 7(x0) which is an arbitrary K0-stable point in A£.

For two /f-equivariant families {/j^} and {fx} their linear combination { a / x +

0f)P} is a /C-equivariant family as well. Therefore the set of all i^-equivariant families

{fx} on M is a vector space which can be identified with the subspace (A:*)Ko of all

/Co-stable points in A£.

Denote by u the pullback of the form un by 7. Then w is a closed (but not necessarily

nondegenerate) /C-invariant form on M such that for X,Y € Av holds u(vx,vy) = f[x,Y)

and dfx = —i(vx)u. We say that u is associated to the if-equivariant family {fx}-

The form u is nondegenerate iff the tangent mapping to 7 : M —* SI at any point

x £ M is an isomorphism of the tangent spaces TXM and T7(z)fi or, equivalently, if 7 is

a covering mapping.

3. Modules of functions on complex homogeneous manifolds
Let K be a real Lie group with the real Lie algebra A>. Denote by gc the complexifica-

tion of kT, gc — kr <g> C, by gT the realification of gc, and by J the corresponding operator

of complex structure in gr, so that (pr, J) is isomorphic to gc.

Let the group K act transitively and holomorphically on a complex manifold M.



Then for X G fcr the fundamental vector field vx on M. decomposes into the sum of

holomorphic and antiholomorphic vector fields f* and rjx respectively, vx = £x + Vx-

Therefore r\x = fx and for arbitrary X,Y E kr fx commutes with rjy, [£x,fy] — f(x,v]

and [T?X,^V] = V\X,Y\- For X € fcr, fc € K the following relations hold, T^xTk
x — $Ad(k)x

and TkTjxT^1 = VAd(k)x-

For Z = X + JY G gr, X,Y e fcr, set £z = fx + »fr and t]Z = TJX -"Tv- Now (gr, J) 3

Z *-* £z is a C-linear homomorphism from {gr,J) to the Lie algebra of holomorphic

vector fields on M., and r\z = £z- We get that gr acts on M, by real vector fields

vz — fz + Vz = (fx + *7x) + ^(^y - VY) which respect the holomorphic structure on M.

We call a mapping kr 3 X H-> SX of the Lie algebra /c,. to End(C°°{M)) A'-equivariant

if it is K"-equivariant with respect to the adjoint action of K in fc,. and the shift action in

C°°{M). This means that TksxT^ = sAdik)x, X € fcr, fc € K.

Now we shall define a special (gr) K)-modu\e structure on C°°{M). Let K act in

C°°(M) by the shifts 7*, fc € K, and gr act by real differential operators mz — vz +

(pz, Z € gr, where <pz is a real smooth function on M, so that the actions of K and gr

agree in the usual sense. This means that the actions of the algebra fcr as of a subalgebra of

gr and as of the Lie algebra of K coincide, mx = vx for X G fcr, and TkmzTk~
x = m ^ ^ z

for fc € K, Z 6 gr. In particular, for X € kr holds y?x = 0 and Tfc<£>z = </3Ad(fc)z- Then we

say that there is given an s-module on M.

For X, y G fcr set Z(X, Y) = l / 2 ( X - i J X + y + t j y ) G gr(8»C. The mapping krxkr3

(X, Y) •-+ Z(X, y ) is a Lie algebra homomorphism from fcr x fcr to gr <8> C (moreover, it

extends by C-linearity to an isomorphism of the complex Lie algebras (gr, J) x (gr, —J)

and gT <g> C).

For X G fcr introduce a function fx — (-l/2)<pjx on At. It is easy to check that the

functions fx, X G fcr, form a if-equivariant family. For X G fcr set lx — £x + ifx, rx =

T/X — ifx- Notice that r\x = £x a n d that the mappings fcr 3 X *—» lx and fcr 3 X •—» rx

are K"-equivariant.

A straightforward calculation shows that mz(xy) — lx + ry, where the mapping

gT 3 Z *-* mz is extended to gr <8> C by C-linearity. Taking into account that (X, 0)

commutes with (0, V) in Av x Av, we get the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The mappings fcr 3 X *-* lx and fcr 3 X i-» rx are commuting K-

equivariant complex conjugate representations of kr in C°°{M).

Suppose there is given a representation of fcr in C°°(M) of the form fcr 3 X *-* lx =

fx + ifx, where {fx} is a K-equivariant family on M (which is equivalent to X \—> lx

being if-equivariant). Then there exists an s-module on M. to which the representation

fcr 3 X I—¥ lx is associated.

Lemma 2. Let fcr 3 X H-> lx = Cx + i/x &e a K -equivariant representation of kr in

C°°{M). ForZ = X + JYe gr, X, Y G fcr, define the function <pz = -2fY onM. Then



the mapping gT 3 Z •—» mz = Vz + ifz is a representation of gT in C°°(Ai). Together with

the shift action of K in C°°(Ai) it defines an s-module on Ai.

Proof. Consider the complex conjugate representation kr 3 X *-* Tx — lx — *7x — ifx

to the representation X t~* lx of kT. Then for X, Y G K and Z(X, Y) = 1/2(X - UX +

Y + iJY) we have as above mz(x,Y) = lx + rY- In order to show that the mapping gT 3

Z i-> mz is a representation of gr in C°°(M), it is enough to show that the representations

X i—» lx and X *-* rx of kr commute or, equivalently, that £x/v + f?y/x — 0. We get

from the identity [IXJY] = 1\X,Y] that fay) = £x/v - frfx- Since v v / x = f[Y<X), we

get that /[x,yj — —&fx — VYJX- Equating the two expressions for fay) we obtain the

desired identity. The rest of the proof is straightforward.

It follows from Lemma 2 that any s-module is completely determined by some K-

equivariant family of functions {fx} on M for which the mapping kT 3 X t-> /* = (,x+ifx

is a representation of kr, or, equivalently, such that for X, Y € kr holds the relation

fay) — ZxfY ~ €Y fx- Since this relation is linear with respect to the family {fx}, the

set 5 of all s-modules on M is naturally identified with a linear subspace of the vector

space of /f-equivariant families of functions on M..

It turns out that one can give a simple characterization of those .ftT-equivariant families

of functions which give rise to s-modules. It is given iri terms of the closed 2-form u on

M associated to the /C-equivariant family.

Theorem 1. A K-equivariant family {fx} on M. corresponds to an s-module on

Ai iff the 2-form u> associated to {fx} is of the type (1,1) with respect to the complex

structure on M.

Proof. We have to prove that the form u is of the type (1,1) iff the relation fay) =

£x/y — £v/x holds for all X, Y G kT. We can rewrite this relation in terms of u> using

that dfx = -i{vx)oJ &ndu{vx,vY) = fay) as follows, u{vx,vY) = U>{ZX,VY)-U}(ZY,VX)-

Since vx = £x + If, it is equivalent to the relation

^ x , ^ y ) = u;(r?x,r^) for all X, Y € kT. (1)

If u) is of the type (1,1), the both sides of (1) vanish. Suppose now that (1) is true.

For Z = X + IY € gc = kT ® C, X, Y G kT, set vz ~ vx 4- ivY, £z - 6c + i& and

Vz = Vx + iVY- It follows from (1) that

" ( & , & ' ) = wiVzM) for all Z, Z' G ge. (2)

Fix a point x e M. Since M is /("-homogeneous, the vectors vx, X G kT, at the point

x span the real tangent space TXM and thus the vectors vz, Z G &, span T^AI ® C.

For arbitrary vectors £, ̂ ' G TXM <S> C of the type (1,0) one can find Z, Z' G ̂ c such that

vz = E, and v^- = f at the point x. Therefore, at the point x, £z — C> Zz' = £' an(^

^z = »72' = 0. It follows from (2) that a>(f,f) = 0 at the point x G M for arbitrary



vectors £,£' of the type (1,0). Since u is real, it follows that it is of the type (1,1), which

completes the proof.

We say that an s-module is nondegenerate if the corresponding 2-form u; is nonde-

generate. It follows from Theorem 1 that the 2-form u associated to a nondegenerate

s-module is a pseudo-Kahler form.

The set of nondegenerate s-modules is either empty or it is a dense open conical (i.e.

invariant with respect to the multiplication by non-zero constants, s •—> £ • s, s € S, r e

R\{0}) subset of 5.

Example. Let fi C k* be a coadjoint orbit of the group K, endowed with an invariant

pseudo-Kahler polarization. This means that there is given an invariant complex structure

on fi such that the Kirillov form u/n is of the type (1,1). The fundamental vector field

vx, X e kr, decomposes into the sum of a holomorphic and antiholomorphic vector fields

£" and rfc respectively, vx = tfx + ^x- Then the functions / $ , X € fcr, form a K-

equivariant family that corresponds to an s-module on Q. In particular, the mappings

kr 3 X »—> lx = fx + */x ^d kr 3 X ^ rx = T)x ~ */x a r e */WO commuting /C-equivariant

representations of Av in C°°(Q).

We are going to associate to each s-module on M an associative algebra A whose

elements are smooth functions on M.

Extend the representations kr 9 X *-* lx and kT 3 X i-> rx ~ lx to gc — kr <g) C by

C-linearity. Then, extending them further to the universal enveloping algebra U{gc) of gc,

one obtains two commuting /{"-equivariant representations ofU(gc) in C°°(A4), u •—* lu

and u y~* ru, u € U(gc) (K acts on U(gc) by the properly extended adjoint action).

Let u i—> u denote the standard anti-automorphism of U(gc) which maps X G gc to

-X.

Lemma 3. For u e U(gc) the following relation holds, lul = r 6 l .

Proof. We prove the Lemma for the monomials un = X\... Xn, Xj G gc, using

induction over n. One checks directly that for X € U(gc) holds /xl = ifx ~ rx^-

Assume that ^ , , 1 = r ^ ^ l holds. Then /Unl = lUn.Jxn^ = ^JxJ = ^ ' u n - i 1 =

rxn
run_il = run l- The Lemma is proved.

For u € U(gc) denote au — /ul and let A denote the image of the mapping a : U H a,

from U(gc) to C°°(A1). Notice that the mapping a is K-equivariant with respect to the

adjoint action on U(gc) and the action by shifts on C°°(M).

Lemma 4. The kernel I of the mapping a : U{gc) —> C°°(M) is a two-sided ideal in

U(gc) and thus A inherits the algebra structure from the quotient algebra U(gc)/I.

Proof. It follows from the relation /ul = 0 that / is a left ideal, while r a l = 0 shows

that / is a right ideal since u H-> U is an anti-homomorphism. The Lemma is proved.

We shall denote the associative product in A by *. It follows from Lemma 3 that for

u e U(gc), f e A holds luf — au* f and ruf = / *au.

u



Remark. As a subspace of C°°(M) the algebra A is the spherical (gr, /C)-submodule of

the s-module it is associated to, generated by the constant function 1, which is a spherical

(K-invariant) vector.

Denote by Z(gc) the center of U(gc). The elements of Z(gc) are stable under the

adjoint action of K. Since the mapping a is K-equivariant, a maps the central elements

of U{gc) to constants in A. Thus the restriction of the mapping a to Z(gc) defines a

central character ip : Z(gc) —» C of the algebra U(gc),ip(z) = o~z, z € Z(gc) (here we

identify the constant functions in A with the corresponding complex constants).

4. Holomorphic differential operators on hermitian line bundles
Let 7r : L —> M be a holomorphic hermitian line bundle over M with hermitian

metrics h. Denote by L* the bundle L with the zero section removed. It is a C*-principal

bundle. A local holomorphic trivialization of L is given by a pair (U, s) where U is an

open chart on M and s : U —• L* is a nonvanishing local holomorphic section of L.

We are going to define a pushforward of holomorphic differential operators on L to

the base space M..

A holomorphic differential operator A on L is a global geometric object given locally,

for a holomorphic trivialization (Uay sa), by a holomorphic differential operator Aa on Ua.

On the intersection of two charts UQ and Up the operators AQ and Ap must satisfy the

relation AQipap = tpapAp where fQp is a holomorphic transition function on Ua D Up such

that <papsQ = sp. In this relation we consider tpQp as a multiplication operator.

Holomorphic differential operators on L act on the sheaf of local holomorphic sections

of L and form an algebra.

On each chart (Ua, sa) introduce a real function $Q = — log/i o sQ.

Lemma 5. On the intersection of two charts Ua and Up the following equality holds,

Proof We have $0 - -loghosp - - log/i o {ipapsa) = - log(|</?Q/J|
2/i o sa) =

$a - log \ipQp\2- The Lemma is proved.

Given a global holomorphic differential operator A on L, consider differential operators

An = e~*"Aa e*° on each chart Ua.

Lemma 6. The operators Aa define a global differential operator A on M.

Proof. We have to check that on the intersection of two charts Ua and Up holds the

equality Aa = Ap. It is equivalent to e~*aAa e*° = e~*<> A0 e*" or Aae*°-*0 = e*°~*0A0.

Applying Lemma 5 we get an equivalent equality Aa<pap<pap — <pap<papAp. The assertion

of the Lemma follows now from the fact that the holomorphic differential operator Ap

commutes with the multiplication by the antiholomorphic function ipap-

We call A the pushforward of the holomorphic differential operator A on the line

bundle L to the base space M. It is clear that the pushforward mapping A •-> A is an



injective homomorphism of the algebra of holomorphic differential operators on L into

the algebra of differential operators on M.

Let V denote the canonical holomorphic connection of the hermitian line bundle (L, h).

For a local holomorphic trivialization (UQ, sa) a local expression of V on UQ is V = d—d$>a.

The curvature u of V has a local expression u = idd$a.

Let the Lie group K act on the line bundle ir : L —* M. by holomorphic line bundle

automorphisms which respect the hermitian metrics h.

The metrics h can be considered as a function on L, L B q *-* h(q). To each local

section s of L over an open set U C M relate a function */>, on n~l(U) D V such that

MQ)Q = s(ir(q)). For t € C* holds h{tq) = |<|2/i(<7) and V,(*g) = «" V.(?)-

Any element X of the Lie algebra kr of /f acts on L* by a real vector field vx which is

the sum of holomorphic and antiholomorphic vector fields fx and TJX = fx respectively,

t>£ = fx+77x . The vector fields i>x, fx and »7X are homogeneous of order 0 with respect to

the action of C* on L*. Let vx, £x and rjx denote their projections to M, so v\ = €x+Wx-

The action of £x on the functions ip3 on L* can be transferred to the action on the

corresponding local holomorphic sections s of L, which defines a global holomorphic dif-

ferential operator Ax on L. The object of interest to us will be its pushforward Ax to

the base space M..

First, consider a local trivialization of L* by a local section s0 : U —* L*, which

identifies (x, v) € U x C* with SQ(X)V € L*\u- Then, locally, f£ = £* — axvd/dv for

some holomorphic function ax on [/. To push forward a holomorphic differential operator

from L\u to U we use the function $ = — log/i o so on U. The metrics /i at the point

(x,v) 6 [ / x C can be expressed as follows, h(x,v) — e~*|u|2. Since the metrics h is

/('-invariant, we have vxh = 0. A simple calculation shows then that

(Zx+Zx)$=-ax-ax. (3)

Introduce a function fx = — i(ax +£x$) on U. Then (3) means that fx is real.
Proposition 1. The holomorphic differential operator Ax on L and its pushforward

Ax to the base space M. can be expressed as follows, Ax = V^x +ifx and Ax — £x + ifx-

The mapping kr 3 X H-» AX IS a K equivariant representation of kr in C°°{Ai). The

function fx is globally defined on M. and satisfies the relations h^yh'1) = ifx ° TT and

dfx = -i{vx)uj.

Proof. Fix a trivialization of L over an open subset U C M., L\u ~ t / x C , and

consider a local section of L over U, s : x *-* s{x) = (x,tps(x)) 6 U x C. The function

V»s corresponding to s is defined by the equality ips{q)q = s(x) for q € L*, x — ir{q). At

the point q = {x,v) G (/ x C* we have (z,t/>s(x, v)v) = (i, v5a(z)), whence ips(x,v) =

(^s(x)t;"1. To find the local expression of the operator Ax calculate its action on ip3{x, v),

(fx - axvd/dv){ifisv-x) = faf* + aXH>»)v~x. Thus, locally, Ax = fx + ax = (fx -

8



£x$) + (£x$ + fix) = V^x + ifx- Pushing it forward to U we get Ax = e~*(£x +

a x )e* — ix + (Cx* + ax) = £x + ifx- The /f-equivariance of the mapping kT 3 X >->

Ax follows from the fact that K acts on the hermitian line bundle (L, h) by the line

bundle automorphisms which preserve the metrics h. We have locally that h(£xh~l) —
e *M2((£x ~ axvd/dv)e*\v\~2) — £x$ + &x = ifx ° *• TO prove the last relation of the

Proposition we notice that i(£x)^ is of the type (0,1) and i(r)x)u is of the type (1,0).

We have to show that dfx = — i{£x)v a-nd dfx = —i(r)x)uj. These equalities are complex

conjugate, so we prove the former one. Let {zk} be local holomorphic coordinates on U and

£x = ak(z)d/dzk. Then dfx = -id{ax + £ x$) = - i d £ x $ = -iak(z){d2<t>/dzkdzl)dzl.

Taking into account that u = i(d2$/dzkdz')dzk A dzl we immediately obtain the desired

equality, which completes the proof.

It follows from Proposition 1 that to a hermitian line bundle (L, h) —+ M. on which

the group K acts by holomorphic automorphisms which respect the metrics h there corre-

sponds an s-module s on M.. The relation dfx = —i{vx)u implies that uj(vx,vy) ~ /|x,v],

therefore the (l,l)-form corresponding to the s-module s is the curvature u of the canon-

ical connection V on L. The pushforward of the operator Ax to M. coincides with the

operator lx, associated to s, Ax = lx- The mapping fcr 3 X »-» Ax can be extended to

the homomorphism of the algebra U(gc) to the algebra of holomorphic differential opera-

tors on L, U{gc) 3 u *-* Au. Since the pushforward mapping is a homomorphism of the

algebra of holomorphic differential operators on L into the algebra of differential operators

on M, we get the following corollary of Proposition 1.

Corollary. To a hermitian line bundle (L,h) —• M on which the group K acts by

holomorphic automorphisms which respect the metrics h there corresponds an s-module

s on M such that for any u € U(gc) the pushforward of the operator Au from L to M

coincides with the operator lu, associated to s, Au = lu.

Denote by L^n the canonical line bundle of M., i.e., the top exterior power of the

holomorphic cotangent bundle T*'M. of M, Lcan = f\mT*'M., where m = dimc-M. Its

local holomorphic sections are the local holomorphic m-forms on M. Let /x be a global

positive volume form on M.. One can associate to it a hermitian metrics h^ on L^n such

that for an arbitrary local holomorphic m-form a on M h^a) = a A a//x.

Recall that the divergence of a vector field £ with respect to the volume form /z is

given by the formula divp£ = £^/x//i, where C$ is the Lie derivative corresponding to £.

Let the volume form \i on M be K-invariant. Then for X £ kT divM^x = divM£x +

divMr?x = 0. Since /x is real, it follows that divM£x and div^rjx are complex conjugate and

thus pure imaginary. For X € kT introduce a real function f^ — -zdiv^x-

The natural geometric action of K on the hermitian line bundle (Lean, h^) by holomor-

phic line bundle automorphisms preserves the metrics /iM. The corresponding infinitesimal

action of an element X € kT on the local holomorphic m-forms on M. by the Lie derivative



C$x, defines a global holomorphic differential operator Ax on Lran.

Proposition 2. The holomorphic differential operator Ax on Lran is given by the

formula Ax = V u + divM£x = VCx + if^n.

Proof. Let U C A7! be a local coordinate chart with holomorphic coordinates {zk}.

The form Q 0 = dzx A . . . A dzm is a local holomorphic trivialization of Lcan. Set $ —

— log/i(ao). Then locally on (U, c*o) A1 = e*Qo A d0 and V = d — d$. Since £x >s a

holomorphic vector field and Qo is an anti-holomorphic form, we get C^X6CQ — 0. Therefore,

CtxH = (£x$)e*aQ A a0 + e*(£^xa0) A Qo- On the other hand, C$xn — (divM£x)/' =

(div/J^x)e*a0 A a0. Therefore, (div,,fx)ao = (£x$)ao + A x a o Let a = / a 0 be a

holomorphic m-form on U. The holomorphic function / represents the local holomorphic

section a of Lcan in the trivialization ([/,Qo). NOW C^XQ — C^x(foto) = (^x/)<^o +

fCixa0 = {{£x - £x#)/)o<o + (div^^x)a = (V?x + divM£x)«- T h e Proposition is proved.

Applying Proposition 1 we obtain the following

Corollary. The pushforward of the operator Ax to M is Ax = £x + divM£x =

£x +*/xBn- 7^ e mapping fcr9^H^ +^/x"1 *5 a K -equivanant representation of kr in

This means that if there exists a /C-invariant measure ^ on ^ ( , we get an s-module

on M . It is easy to check that if we replace n by an arbitrary K-invariant measure

en, c € R+, we will get the same functions /x"1, X 6 fcr, and thus the same s-module.

This s-module will be called canonical and denoted scan- If the set of nondegenerate s-

modules on Ai is non-empty, then there exists /('-invariant symplectic (pseudo-Kahler)

form w o n M associated to a nondegenerate s-module. The corresponding symplectic

volume is /("-invariant as well, and therefore gives rise to the canonical s-module.

Suppose n is a /C-invariant measure on «M, and kr 3 X ^ lx = £x + ifx is a K-

equivariant representation of A;r in C°°(M), which corresponds to the s-module s £ S.

For a differential operator A in C°°(A4), denote by A1 its formal transpose with respect

to the measure /x, so that for all 4>,xp € ^(M) holds f(A<j))xl)dn = / <t>(Atip)dfi. Consider

the /C-equivariant representation kT 3 X t-» {1-xY = €x — ifx + div^^x- It corresponds

to the s-module which we call dual to s and denote by s'. Since the canonical module

Scon corresponds to the K- equivariant family {—zdiv^fx}, we get s' = —s + Sam-

5. Deformation quantizations with separation of variables
Recall the definition of deformation quantization on a symplectic manifold M. intro-

duced in [2].

Definition. Formal differentiable deformation quantization on a symplectic manifold

M is a structure of associative algebra in the space of all formal series C0O(.M)[[i']]. The

product * of two elements / = E r>o^ r /r , 9 — £r>o" r0r of C°°(.M)[[i/]] is given by the
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following formula,

f Er E CMjM), (4)

where Cr (•,•), r = 0 ,1 , . . . , are bidifferential operators such that for smooth functions

^,4) on M holds Co(y>,^) = v4> and Ci(<£,^) - Ci(^,^) = i{tp,il>}. Here {•,} is the

Poisson bracket on M, corresponding to the symplectic structure.

Then the product * is called a star-product. The star-product can be extended by the

same formula (4) to the space T = C°°(M)[v~x, v}} of formal Laurent series with a finite

polar part.

Since the star-product is given by bidifferential operators, it is localizable, that is, it

can be restricted to any open subset U C M. For U C M denote F{U) = C°°{U)[v~l, i/]}

and for / , g € F{U) let Lj and Rg denote the left star-multiplication operator by / and

the right star-multiplication operator by g in T{U) respectively, so that Ljg = f * g =

Rgf. The operators L, and Rg commute for all f,g £ F{U). Let C(U) and Tl{U)

denote the algebras of left and right star-multiplication operators in ^(U) respectively.

It is important to notice that both left and right star-multiplication operators are formal

Laurent series of differential operators with a finite polar part (i.e., with finitely many

terms of negative degree of the formal parameter v).. We call such operators formal

differential operators.

Let M be a complex manifold endowed with a pseudo-Kahler form u>0. This means

that uo is a real closed nondegenerate form of the type (1,1). Then M. is a pseudo-Kahler

manifold. The form UQ defines a symplectic structure on M.

A formal deformation of pseudo-Kahler form UQ is a formal series u = UQ + vu)\ + . . . ,

where uT, r > 0, are closed, possibly degenerate forms of the type (1,1) on M. On any

contractible chart U C Ai there exists a formal potential $ = <J>0 + v$\ + .. • of u, which

means that ujr = idd$r, r > 0.

Definition. Deformation quantization on a pseudo-Kahler manifold Ai is called quan-

tization with separation of variables if for any open U C M. and any holomorphic func-

tion a(z) and antiholomorphic function b{z) on U left *-multiplication by a and right

•-multiplication by b are point-wise multiplications, i.e., La — a and Rb — b.

We call the corresponding *-product a *-product with separation of variables.

In [7] a complete description of all deformation quantizations with separation of vari-

ables on an arbitrary Kahler manifold was given. It was shown that such quantizations

are parametrized by the formal deformations of the original Kahler form. The results

obtained in [7] are trivially valid for pseudo-Kahler manifolds as well.

Theorem 2. [7] Deformation quantizations with separation of variables on a pseudo-

Kahler manifold M. are in one-to-one correspondence with formal deformations of the

pseudo-Kdhler form UJ0- If there is given a quantization with separation of variables on
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M. corresponding to a formal deformation ui of the form u>o, U is a contractible coordinate

chart on M, with holomorphic coordinates {zk}, and $ is a formal potential of u, then

the algebra C(U) of the left *-multiplication operators consists of those formal differential

operators on U which commute with all zl and d$/dzl + ud/dzl. Similarly, the. algebra

K{U) of the right ^-multiplication operators on U consists of those formal differential

operators which commute with all zk and d$/dzk + ud/dzk.

Remark. Given the algebra C(U), one can recover the ^-product / * g for / , g € F{U)

as follows. One finds a unique operator A 6 C(U) such that Al = / . Obviously, A = L/,

whence / * g = L/g.

Let {J-, *) denote the deformation quantization with separation of variables on M.

corresponding to a formal deformation u> = UJQ + i/U\ + ... of a pseudo-Kahler form

UQ. Then for / , g £ T f * g = £ r uTCr{f,g) for bidifferential operators Cr(-, •). Later

we shall meet the product * on T, opposite to the *-product *. This means that for

f,g € T fig = g* f — $3r
 vTCr{g,/), whence it is straightforward that * is the *-product

corresponding to a formal deformation quantization on the symplectic manifold (AA, —u>0).

Denote by £,??. the algebras of left and right star-multiplication operators of the

deformation quantization (T, *), and by Lj,Rf the operators of left and right star-

multiplication by an element / G T respectively. It is clear that Lf = Rj,Rf = Lf,£ =

1Z,1Z = C. If a, b are, respectively, a holomorphic and antiholomorphic functions on an

open subset V C M, then Lb — b and Ra = a. This means that the product * is a

•-product with separation of variables on the complex manifold M, opposite to Al (i.e.,

with the opposite complex structure).

Let U be a contractible coordinate chart on M with holomorphic coordinates {zk},

and $ a formal potential of u, then the algebra C(U) = Tl(U) consists of formal op-

erators, commuting with all zk and d$/dzk + vd/dzk. Since on M holomorphic and

antiholomorphic coordinates are swapped, the formal (l,l)-form on M, corresponding to

the quantization (J-, •) is idd$ — —u. This (l,l)-form is a formal deformation of the

pseudo-Kahler form — wo on M.

Let M. be a /C-homogeneous complex manifold, So.Si,... be s-modules on Al, {fx)

and u>n be the /f-equivariant family and the (l,l)-form on M, respectively, associated to

sn. Then dfx = -i(vx)un. Assume that s0 is nondegenerate, i.e., u0 is a pseudo-Kahler

form.

Denote by {F, •) the deformation quantization with separation of variables on M.

corresponding to the formal deformation u> = UQ + VUJ\ + ... of the pseudo-Kahler form

UJQ. Since all the (l,l)-forms ojn are K-invariant, the *-product • is invariant under K-

shifts.For X € kr denote f^ = fx + vf\ + Introduce a formal operator 1% =

Zx + (iMfP.
Proposition 3. The mapping kr 3 X >-* 1% is a Lie algebra homomorphism of kr
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to the algebra C(Ai) of the left • -multiplication operators of the deformation quantization

(J-,*). It is K-equivanant with respect to the coadjoint action on kr and the conjugation

by shift operators in C(M).

Proof. The mapping kr 9 X H-+ 1% is a K-equivariant Lie algebra homomorphism

to the Lie algebra of formal operators on Ai if and only if £xfy ~ fy/x = fixv]

and T/t/j^ = f^^x ^or d\ X,Y £ kr and k € K. These relations follow immediately

from the corresponding relations for the functions fx. Theorem 2 tells that in order

to show that 1% € C{M) one has to check that for a formal potential <S> of u on any

contractible coordinate chart U with holomorphic coordinates {zk} the formal operator

/£> = £x + ( t / i / ) / ^ commutes with all zl and d$/dzl + vdjdz1. Thus we have to check

the equality

tx(d*/d*) = idfP/dz>. (5)

Taking into account that u = idd$ = i(d2<b/dzkdzl)dzk A dzl and writing down the

local expression for £x, £x — ak(z)d/dzk, we rewrite the left hand side of (5) as fol-

lows, ak{z)d2$/dzkdzl. On the other hand, idf^/dz1 = i < -i{vx)u,d/dzl >=
-iu{vx,d/dzl) = ak(z)d2$/dzkdzl, which proves (5) and completes the proof of the

Proposition.

Extend the mapping kT 3 X ^ lx to the homomorphism U(gc) 9 U H /£") from U{gc)

to C{M) and set a^ = 1^1.

Corollary. The mapping U{gc) 9 U H O^ is a homomorphism from U{gc) to the

algebra {J7,*), K-equivariant with respect to the adjoint action on U(gc) and the shift

action on T'.

It follows that the mapping U(gc) 9 U H O^ maps the elements of the center Z(gc)

of U(gc) to formal series with constant coefficients.

Lemma 7. For z € Z{gc) the operator l[^ is scalar and is equal to a^.

Proof. If A e C(M) then A = Lf for / = A\ 6 T. Therefore /£"> = L^. Let B

denote the multiplication operator by the formal series with constant coefficients o-[u\ It

commutes with all formal differential operators and therefore B € C(M). Since B\ = a[^

we get that l^ = B. The Lemma is proved.

It was shown in Section 3 that for a given s-module s on M the function oz — lzl, z €

Z(gc), is scalar and is equal to the value V(2) °f the central character xfr associated to s.

Yet it does not mean that for z € Z the corresponding operator lz is scalar. We shall use

deformation quantization to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 4. Let S\ be an arbitrary s-module on M, lu, u G U(gc), and X{J

be the associated operators and the central character of U(gc) respectively. If the set of

nondegenerate s-modules on M is non-empty then for z e Z(gc) holds lz = il>(z) • 1.

(We denote by 1 the identity operator.)
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Proof. Choose a nondegenerate s-niodule s0 Denote by {f}
x} ^nd by u} the K-

equivariant family and the (l,l)-form associated to s7, j — 0,1, respectively. Consider a

parameter dependent s-module s(t) = teo + Si. The /^-equivariant family {fx} associated

to s(t) is such that fx — tfx + fx. Thus for X € kr the operator lx{t) associated to s(t)

is given by the formula lx{t) = £x + *(*/x + fx)- When t = 0 the operator lx{t) reduces

to the operator Ix — £x + i/x associated to the (possibly degenerate) s-module s t . If we

replace the parameter t in lx(t) by l/u we will get the operator l£ — fx + (*/l/)(/x +ufk)

of the deformation quantization with separation of variables {F, •) which corresponds to

the formal (l,l)-form u = ui0 + w^i- For z e Z(<7C) the operator lz{t) is polynomial in

t. If we replace £ by \jv in /2(£) we will get the operator l^ which is scalar by Lemma

7. Therefore lz(t) is scalar as well. Taking t — 0 we get that the operator /2(0) = lz

associated to the s-module S\ is scalar. Since lz\ = az = tl>{z) it follows that lz = xp(z) • 1.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 3. Let (L, h) —* M be a hermitian line bundle on M on which the

group K acts by holomorphic automorphisms which preserve the metrics h. The algebra

U(gc) acts on {L,h) by holomorphic differential operators Au, u 6 U(gc). Let s be the

corresponding s-module on M. and ip be the central character ofU{gc) associated to s. //

the set of nondegenerate s-modules on M. is non-empty, the center Z(gc) ofU(gc) acts on

the sheaf of local holomorphic sections of L by scalar operators Az — ip(z) • 1, z € Z(gc).

Proof. It follows from Proposition 3 and Corollary to Proposition 1 that for z G Z{gc)

the pushforward of the holomorphic differential operator Az from L to /A is scalar and is

equal to ip(z) = oz. Now the theorem is a consequence of the fact that the pushforward

mapping A i-> A is injective.

6. s-modules on flag manifolds
We are going to apply the results obtained above to the case of K being a compact

semisimple Lie group. The general facts from the theory of semisimple Lie groups men-

tioned below may be found in [16].

Let gc be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, hc its Cartan subalgebra, /i* the dual of hc,

W the Weyl group of the pair (gc, hc), A, A+ , A~, E C h*c the sets of all nonzero, positive,

negative and simple roots respectively, 6 the half-sum of positive roots. For each o ? A

choose weight elements Xa e gc such that [Ha, X±a] = ±2X±a for Ha = [Xa, X-a].

An element A 6 h*c is called dominant if X(Ha) > 0 for all a € £, and is a weight if

\{Ha) G Z for all Q 6 E . Denote by W the set of all weights in h* (the weight lattice).

Fix an arbitrary subset 0 of E and denote by < 6 > the set of roots which are linear

combinations of elements of G. Then II =< 0 > UA~ is a parabolic subset of A. Denote

by gf the Levi subalgebra of gc generated by hc and Xa, a €< 0 >, and by qc the

parabolic subalgebra generated by hc and Xa , a G II.
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Denote by gr,qT,gf the realifications of gc,qc,gf respectively, and by J the complex

structure in gr inherited from gc.

Let kr C gT denote the compact form of gc generated by JHa,Xa — X-a,J(XQ +

X-a), a G A. Define kf = kr n gf = kr n qc. It is generated by JHa, a G A, and

XQ - X_Q> J{Xa + X.a), a G< G >.

Introduce the real Lie algebra tT = hc D kT, the Lie algebra of a maximal torus in K.

It is generated by JHQ, a G A.

Let G be a complex connected simply connected Lie group with the Lie algebra gr, GB

and Q the Levi and parabolic subgroups of G with the Lie algebras gf and qr respectively.

In the rest of this paper K will denote maximal compact subgroup of G with the Lie

algebra A;r, and Ke — K C\ Ge = K C\Q. It is known that K6 is the centralizer of a torus

and is connected, and that G/Q = KfK& is a complex compact homogeneous manifold

(a generalized flag manifold). Denote it by M..

Denote by x0 the class of the unit element of K in M (the "origin" of M) and by £

the set of all /(^-invariant points of kT. The set of /f-equivariant mappings 7 : M —• kT

is parametrized by £ so that 7 corresponds to E — 7(10) £ £• Since the group Ke is

connected, the set £ is the centralizer of kf. It is easy to check that £ — {H G tr\a(H) = 0

for all a G< 9 >}.

Denote by (•,•) the Killing form on gc. It is C-linear, and its restriction to kr is

negative-definite.

Identify the dual k* of the Lie algebra kr with kT via the Killing form. We are going

to show that any /C-equivariant mapping 7 : M. —* kr (or the /f-equivariant family

defined by 7) corresponds to an s-module on M. Let Q C fcr be the orbit of the point

E — 7(xo) £ £, u>n be the Kirillov 2-form on £1, and t $ , X € fcr, the fundamental vector

fields on Q. Then the 2-form to on M corresponding to 7 equals 7*u;n. It is known that

at the point E € Q for X, Y € kr holds un{v%} t#) = (E, [X, y]). Thus at the point x0 €

A'l u>(vx, vy) — (E, [X, Y]). The tangent space TXoM to the complex manifold M carries

the natural complex structure J. In view of Theorem 1 in order to show that the mapping

7 corresponds to an 5-module it is enough to check that the form u on the tangent space

TXoM is of the type (1,1) or, equivalently, that for any vltv2 £ TXoM holds UJ(VI,V2) =

u(Jvi, JV2). We can identify TXoM as a real vector space with the subspace of A:r generated

by the basis consisting of the elements Xa - X_Q, J{Xa + X-a), a € A + \ < 9 >. Since

gr/qT = kr/kf, we get that J(Xa - X_Q) - J(Xa + X_Q) for a G A + \ < 9 >. The

tangent space TXQM. can be represented as the direct sum of 2-dimensional real subspaces

spanned by the vectors XQ - X_a , J{Xa + X_Q), a G A + \ < 9 >. These subspaces

are mutually orthogonal with respect to the skew-symmetric form (E, [•,•]). Now, for

a G A+\ < 9 > we have (£, [J{Xa-X.a), JJ{Xa + X.a)]) = (E, [J(XQ + X_a), -{Xa-

Ha). Thus
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the form u is of the type (1,1). For a G A\ < 0 > the linear functional S 3 H *-* a(H)

is nonzero, therefore the set £reg = {H G £\{H, Ha) ^ 0 for all a G A \ < 0 >} is a dense

open subset of £. The form u is nondegenerate iff E G Sreg.

It is known that under the adjoint action of the compact group K on kr the isotropy

subgroup of any element of kr is connected. Now if o» is nondegenerate, the isotropy

subgroup of E = 7(x0) coincides with Ke and thus the mapping 7 : M —> Q is a

bijection.

Define a sesquilinear form < •, • > on {TM, J) by the formula < vu v2 >= u{v\, Jv2) —

UJJ{V\,V2). If UJ is nondegenerate and thus pseudo-Kahler, the form < •,• > is the cor-

responding pseudo-Kahler metrics on M. The vectors X a — X_Q, Q G A + \ < © > ,

form a basis in the complex vector space {TXoM, J). They are orthogonal with respect

to the form < • , • > . We have < Xa - X-a,Xa - X_Q >= (E,[Xa - A"_Q, J{Xa +

X_a)l) = i(E,[Xa - X-a,Xa + X_Q]) = 2i(E,Ha) = 2(E,JHa). (Notice that since

E, JHQ G tr, (E, JHQ) is real.) Thus we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4. To an arbitrary K-equivariant mapping 7 : M —> kr there corresponds

an s-module s on M. It is nondegenerate iff for E = 7(x0) and all a G A\ < 0 >

holds {E, Ha) ^ 0. The set of nondegenerate s-modules on M. is non-empty. For a

nondegenerate s the associated mapping 7 : M. —» fi = 7(A^() is a bijection and the pseudo-

Kdhler structure on}At pushed forward to the orbit Q defines a pseudo-Kahler polarization

on it. The index of inertia of the corresponding pseudo-Kahler metrics < •, • > on M.

(i.e. the number of minuses in the signature) equals # { a G A + \ < 0 > \(E, JHQ) < 0}.

7. Convergent star-products on flag manifolds
We are going to extend the class of convergent star-products on generalized flag man-

ifolds introduced in [4], using results from [8]. We retain the notations of Section 6. In

particular, the group K is compact semisimple and M is a generalized flag manifold.

A representation of the group K in a vector space V is called K-finite if any vector

v G V is iC-finite, i.e., the set {kv}, k G K, is contained in a finite dimensional subspace

of V. If this is the case, V splits into the direct sum of isotypic components. For

a dominant weight £ £ W denote by V^ the component isomorphic to a multiple of

irreducible representation of K with highest weight £.

For a /(-homogeneous manifold M denote by F{M) the space of continuous functions

on M /C-finite with respect to the shift action. Since K is compact, it follows from the

Frobenius theorem that each isotypic component F(M)'' is finite dimensional.

Let fi C kT be a K-orbit. A function on Q, is called regular if it is the restriction of a

polynomial function on fc,.. It is easy to show that the set of all regular functions on Q

coincides with F(Q) (see, e.g.,[8]).
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Let d be a nonnegative integer. Denote by Ud the subspace of U(gc), generated by all

monomials of the form X\... Xk, where X\,..., Xk G gc and k < d. The subspaces {Ud}

determine the canonical filtration on U(gc).

The symmetric algebra S(gc) can be identified with the space of polynomials on kT, so

that the element X G gc corresponds to the linear functional on kr, X(Y) = (X, Y), Y G

kr. Let Sd{gc) be the space of homogeneous polynomials on A;r of degree d. The graded

algebra, associated with the canonical filtration on U(gc) is canonically isomorphic to

S(gc), so that Ud/Ud-i corresponds to Sd(gc)- For ueUj let u(d) denote the corresponding

element of Sd(gc). If k < d and u = Xx...Xk G Ud, then u{d) = 0 for it < d and

u^ = Xx...Xd for k = d.

We say that a parameter dependent vector v{h) in a vector space V depends rationally

on a real parameter ft if v(h) can be represented in a form v(h) = Yij Qjityvj for a finite

number of elements Vj G V and rational functions a,(ft), i.e., v(h) £ C((ft)) ® V, where

C((h)) is the field of rational functions of ft. Denote by O(ft) C C((h)) the ring of rational

functions of ft regular at ft = 0. Vector v(h) is called regular at ft — 0 if v(h) € O(h) <S> V.

Let v(h) = Ylr h
rvr, vr G V, be the Laurent expansion of v(h) at h = 0. Since v(h)

depends rationally on h, its Laurent expansion has a finite polar part. Denote by ty(v(h))

the corresponding formal Laurent series, V(v(h)) = £ r vTvr.

The set S of s-modules on M. is a finite dimensional vector space. Thus we can

consider an s-module s(/i) on M. depending rationally on h and regular at h = 0. Denote

by u>(h) the (l,l)-form associated to s(ft). It is clear that u(h) also depends rationally

on h and is regular at ft = 0. Moreover, ^(s(ft)) = Z)r>oI/rsr for some sr £ S and

ty(uj(h)) — £r>o vTur where u)r is the (l,l)-form associated to s r.

Denote by 7(ft), 7r : M ~* kr the /C-equivariant mappings and by {fx } , {fx} ^ne

/C-equivariant families corresponding to s(ft), s r respectively. For X € K the function

ffl on M depends rationally on ft, is regular at ft = 0 and ty(fx) ~ 12r>o1/rfx-

The K-equivariant family {(l/ft)/x } corresponds to the s-module

(l/ft)s(ft).

It will be convenient to us to denote by l^\ u € U{gc), the operators on M associated

to the s-module (l/ft)s(ft) (rather than to s(ft)) and set o^ = 1^1. In particular, for

X € kT if =ZX + {x/h)ff and of = (i/h)f$K
Let Vh denote the algebra of differential operators on M depending rationally on ft.

Lemma 8. For u G Ud the differential operator hdl^ belongs to D*. It is regu-

lar at ft = 0 and limjj_o hdl^ is a multiplication operator by the function id u^ o 70.

In particular, the function hda^ depends rationally on ft, is regular at ft = 0 and

= id

Proof. The function fjp equals fx = 2L{1) o 70 at ft = 0. Let u = Xx... Xk, Xj G K,

for k < d. Then u G Ud. We have hdl™ = ft^J'... /J> = ftd-fc(ft^x, + if™)... {h£Xk +
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i/jJJ). Thus the limit l im^o h4^ equals zero iik <d and equals idfXi ... fXd = id u (d )o7o

if k = d, whence the Lemma follows immediately.

For the rest of the section denote Q, = 7o(A1) and assume that the s-module so is non-

degenerate, so that cj0 is pseudo-Kahler. Then Theorem 4 implies that the tf-equivariant

mapping 70 : M —* Q is a bijection.Thus 7Q : F(Q) —> F(M) is an isomorphism of

/C-modules.

Proposition 5. / / the s-module s0 is nondegenerate, then for any f e F(M) there

exist elements Uj € Ud{j) for some numbers d(j) and rational functions (ij(h) regular at

h = 0, such that f — £_, hd^aj(h)a^ for all but a finite number of values ofh.

Proof. Fix a dominant weight £ G W. The subspace Ud C U{gc) is invariant under the

adjoint action of the group K, and is finite dimensional. The mapping U4, 3 u *-* ySd^ 6

Sd(gc) is K-equivariant, therefore it maps U\ to Fi^Xf. Since the space F(fi) coincides

with the space of regular functions on H and is isomorphic to F{M), one can choose

elements Uj G U^ for some numbers d(j) such that the functions f3 = id(j)Uj(d(j)) o 70

form a basis {fj} in F(M)^. Since the function f} = hd^j) a^ on M depends rationally on

h and is regular at h = 0, the elements of the matrix (b}k{h)) such that fj — YLk bjkWfk

are rational functions of h regular at h = 0. It follows from Lemma 8 that, the matrix

{bjk(h)) coincides with the identity matrix at h = 0. Thus the elements of the inverse

matrix (ak](h)) = (b]k(h))'1 such that fk = lljakj(h)fj = EjOfcj(ft)ft
d0) a\» are also

rational functions of h regular at h = 0. Now the Proposition follows from the fact that

the space F(M) is a direct sum of the subspaces F{M)C'.

Let {Ah,*h) denote the algebra of functions on M associated to the s-module (l/h)s(h).

Any function / G F(M) can be represented in the form / = £_, hd^aj(h)a^ for some

u3 € Ud(j)- Thus f £ Ah for all but a finite number of values of h.

For a function g 6 An holds / *h g = £_, hd^aj{h)l^g. We get from Lemma 8 the

following corollary to Proposition 5.

Corollary. Any functions f,g € F(M) are elements of the algebra (Ah,*h) for

all but a finite number of values of h. The product f *t, g as a function on M. depends

rationally on h and is regular at h = 0, i.e., f *n g e O(h) ® F{M.).

Remark. It is easy to show that extending the multiplication *n by O(ft)-linearity we

obtain the associative algebra {O(h) <g> F(M), *&) over the ring O(h) of rational functions

of h regular at h = 0.

Denote by u> the formal (l,l)-form ^(u(h)) = wo + vu\ + — It is a formal deforma-

tion of the pseudo-Kahler form UQ. Denote by (/",*) the deformation quantization with

separation of variables on .M corresponding to u).

Set ff = V{fx]) = fx + v!x + • • •• T h e n V(lx]) = Zx + {ilv)f(x- It follows from
Proposition 3 that for X € kT the operator l^ — £x + (i/^)/x' ) belongs to the algebra

£ of left *-multiplication operators of the deformation quantization (T, *). It is easy to
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check that the mapping Vh 9 A y-* V(A) is a homomorphism from Vh to the algebra of

formal differential operators on M, therefore for u G U(gc) ^(^f i )) = l^ G C.

Represent a function / G F{M) in the form / = £ i hd(j)a}{h)a{^ for some u3 G Ud{i)

and consider the operator A = Ylj h^ajityl^ € £>A It follows from Lemma 8 that >4 is

regular at h = 0. It is straightforward that # (4) G £ and ̂ 41 = / , whence one can easily

obtain that ${A)\ == / and therefore V(A) = L ; .

For g G F(A/() the product / *n g = Ag is a function on .M which depends rationally

on h and is regular at h = 0. Therefore the product f *h g expands to the uniformly and

absolutely convergent Taylor series in h at h = 0. Finally, *(/*&<?) = ^{Ag) = L/p = /•<;.

Thus we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let s(h) be an s-module on M. which depends rationally on the

parameter h and is regular at h — 0, and u(h) be the associated (l,l)-form. Then

ty(s(ft)) = YJTXZ^ST for some s r € S. Assume that the s-module s0 is nondegenerate

and denote by (An, *h) the algebra of functions associated to the s-module (l/h)s(h). Any

functions f,g£ F(M.) belong to An for all but a finite number of values ofh. The product

f *h g expands to the uniformly and absolutely convergent Taylor series in h at the point

h = 0,

f *h 9 = 5Zr>o^rCr(/,<;), where C r(- , ) , r = 0 , 1 , . . . , are bidifferential operators which

define the deformation quantization with separation of variables on Ai corresponding to

the formal deformation u = ty(u(h)) — UQ + vu\ + ... of the pseudo-Kdhler form CJ0-

8. Characters associated to s-modules on flag manifolds

Since the group K is compact, there exists the /(-invariant measure // of the total

volume 1 on the flag manifold M. Let s be an s-module on M and A the corresponding

algebra of functions on M..

It is known that U{gc) = Z{gc) 0 [U(gc),U(gc)] (see [16]). Let U(gc) Bu>->u0 denote

the corresponding projection of U(gc) onto 2(gc). Recall the following

Definition (see [16]). A linear form « : U{gc) —• C is called a character of gc if:

(1) K(UV) ~ K(VU), K(1) = 1;

(2) K(U°V) = K(U)K(V) (u,veU(gc)).

Thus one has K(U) = K(U°) for all u € U{gc). Moreover, K is then a homomorphism of

Z(gc) into C, a central character of gc. This central character determines K completely.

Fix an s-module s on M and let lu, u € U{gc), be the operators on M, associated to

s, ou — lu\ and xp be the corresponding central character of U(gc), ip(z) = oz, z G Z{gc).

Proposition 6. A linear form K(U) = fMou dp, u G U{gc), onU{gc) is a character

ofgc. ForzeZ{gc) K(Z) = 1>{z).

Proof. Since the mapping u *-* au = lul is A'-equivariant and the measure (i is K-

invariant, for k G K holds K,(Ad(k)u) = K(U) or, infinitesimally, for X £ kT K{XU -
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uX) = 0, therefore K(UV) = K(VU). The measure p. is of the total volume 1 and for

z € Z(gc) at — XJJ(Z) is scalar, therefore K(Z) = tp(z). In particular, K(\) = 1. Thus (1)

is proved. Now, using that for u € U(gc) holds «° € -Z(<7C) and luo = auo is scalar, we get

K(U°V) = / luovl dfi = / /„(>/„ 1 d/x = <ruo / Jvl d/i = K(U°)K(V). This completes the proof of

the Proposition.

Remark. Proposition 6 implies that to any s-module s o n M there corresponds

a character K of the Lie algebra gc. The central character Z(gc) 3 z •—> K(Z) of £/(</<•)

coincides with the central character V associated to s. Moreover, the mapping A 3 f *-*

' ( / ) - XM / rfM i s a t r a c e o n t n e algebra .4, i.e., *(/ * 5) = £(0 * / ) for f,g e A.

Let r be an n-dimensional irreducible representation of gc. Since for z € Z(gc) T(Z)

is scalar, it is straightforward that KT — (l/n)tr r is a character of gc. In particular,

Z{gc) 3 z H " T U ) is the central character of the representation r.

Proposition 7. Lei r fee an n-dimensional irreducible representation ofU(gc) in the

vector space V and s be an s-module on M- If the central character rp associated to s coin-

cides with the central character of the representation r, then there exists a representation

p of the algebra A in the same vector space V such that r = p o a.

Proof. Since the characters KT = (l/n)tr r and K = fMa dfioi gc coincide on Z(gc),

they coincide identically. We have that for u, v £ U(gc)

tr(r(u)T(u)) = tr T(UV) = n / auv d\i = n I ou * ov dy.. (6)

Assume that av = 0. Then the last expression in (6) is zero for all u € K{gc)- Since r is

irreducible, r(u) is an arbitrary endomorphism of the representation space V, therefore

T(V) = 0. Thus the representation r factors through the mapping a : U(gc) —» A, r = poo.

The Proposition is proved.

9. Holomorphic line bundles on flag manifolds
The Levi subgroup G e C G is reductive. The pair (gf, hc) has a root system < © >.

Induce the ordering on < 0 > from A. Denote by We the Weyl group of the pair (gf, hc),

by <5e the half-sum of positive roots from < 0 >, and set 6'e = 6—6&. The one-dimensional

holomorphic representations (the holomorphic characters) of Ge are parametrized by the

set W e of We-invariant weights from W. The parabolic group Q is a semi-direct product

of Ge and of the unipotent radical R of Q. For A G W e denote by xx t n e holomorphic

character of Q, which is trivial on R, and whose restriction to G& is the character of GQ

parametrized by A. For H G hc x>(exp H) = exp \{H).

Denote by C\ a one-dimensional complex vector space with the action of Q given by

X\- Consider the holomorphic line bundle L\ = G *QC\. It is the coset space of G x C>

under the equivalence {gq,v) = (g, X\(Q)V), 9 £ G, q G Q, v € C>. The group G acts on

LA as follows, G 3 g0 : (g, v) »-> (gog,v). Since G/Q ~ K/Ke, one has an alternative
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description of LA, L\ = K xKe C\. Using that description one can define a /f-invariant

hermitian metrics h on L\ setting h(k,v) = |u|2. It follows from Iwasawa decomposition

that each element g G G can be (non-uniquely) represented as a product g = kq for some

k G K,q eQ. Thus for g = kq we get h{g,v) = h(kq,v) = h(k,x\{q)v) = \xx(g)v\2-

It follows from the results obtained in Sect. 4, that to the hermitian line bundle

(L\,h) there corresponds an s-module on M. Denote it s\. Let {/£}, X G kT, be the

corresponding /f-equivariant family which defines the mapping 7 : M. —*• kr such that

(7(x),X) = fx(x) for all x G M, X G kT. We are going to apply Theorem 4 to the

s-modules s*, A G W e . Calculate the element Ex = 7(xo)- Since Ex G tr, in order to

determine Ex it is enough to consider only the pairing (EA, JHa) for all a G A. For Z G gT

let v'z be the fundamental vector field on L\, then £|f = (l/2)(v^ — iVjZ) is its holomorphic

component. For y? 6 C°°{LX) vzv(g,v) = (d/dt)<p{exp(-tZ)g,v)\t=0, g eG,v e CX-

Using Proposition 1 and taking into account K-invariance of the metrics h we get

ifx
 OTT = h(&h-') = {-i/2)h{vL

Jxh-') for X G kr. Thus / } H Q ( X 0 ) =

(l/2)(d/dO(|expA(t//Q)|2)| (=o = A(ifa). Now Ex = -y{x0) is the element of tT such that

(Ex, JHa) = X(Ha) for all a G A. The following proposition is a direct consequence of

Theorem 4.

Proposition 8. The s-module s\ corresponding to the holomorphic hermitian line

bundle (LA, h), A G W e , is nondegenerate iff for all a G A \ < © > holds X(Ha) / 0.

In this case the index of inertia of the corresponding pseudo-Kdhler metrics on M equals

#{«G A+\<G>|A(//Q)<0}.

Lemma 9. The canonical line bundle Lcan on M. is isomorphic to the bundle L\ for

A = —26'Q. The canonical s-module Scan on M coincides with S\ for A = — 26'e.

Proof. The isotropy subgroup Q C G of the point x0 G M. — G/Q acts on the

fibers of G-bundles at io- The fiber of the line bundle L\ at xo is isomorphic as a Q-

module to C^. On the other hand, the holomorphic tangent space of M. at Xo, T'XQAi,

is isomorphic as a Q-module to gc/qc under the adjoint action. For H G hc the operator

ad(H) on gc/qc is diagonal in the basis {XQ + qc), ct G A\I1, and takes the eigenvalue

a(H) on Xa + qc. The element H G hc acts on f\m{gclqc) by the scalar 26'Q{H), where

m = dimcAI. Therefore the element q G Q acts on Am(yc/gc) by X\(Q) f° r ̂  = 2<5e- The

Lemma follows from the fact that the fiber of the canonical line bundle L^n at x0 is dual

to Am(gc/qc) as a Q-module.

Now we shall use a particular case of the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem concerning co-

homological realizations of finite dimensional irreducible holomorphic representations of

the group G in the sheaf cohomologies of line bundles over M — G/Q (see [10]). Let

Hl(M,SL\) denote the space of i-dimensional cohomology with coefficients in the sheaf

of germs of holomorphic sections of the line bundle LA. The action of the group G on L\
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gives rise to the action of G on the local holomorphic sections of L\, which induces the

action of G in the cohomology spaces W{M,SL\).

Theorem 6. (Bott-Borel-Weil) Let A 6 W e , it = #{a G A+|(A + 6){Ha) < 0}.

/ / (A + 8)(Ha) = 0 for some a G A then Hl(M,SLx) = 0 for all i. If (A + 6){Ha) ? 0

for all a G A one can choose w G W so that w(X + 6) is dominant. Then £ = w(X +

6) — 6 is dominant as well. For all i ^ k Hx(Ai,SL\) — 0. The representation of the

group G in Hk(/A,SL\) is isomorphic to the irreducible finite dimensional holomorphic

representation of G with highest weight £.

Assume that an irreducible finite dimensional holomorphic representation r of the

group G is realized in the cohomology space Hk(A4,SL\) as in Theorem 6. Retain the

same notation for the representations of the Lie algebra gc and of its universal enveloping

algebra U(gc) which correspond to T. The action of the Lie algebra gc on L\ by holo-

morphic differential operators can be extended to the action of U(gc). For u G U{gc)

denote by Au the corresponding holomorphic differential operator on L\. It induces the

representation operator T(U) in Hk{M,SL\).

According to Theorem 3, for z G Z(gc) the holomorphic operator Az on L\ is scalar

and is equal to the value ip(z) of the central character t/> associated to the s-module s^.

It follows immediately that the central character of the representation r coincides with

^. As in the proof of Proposition 7 we obtain that for u € U(gc) holds the equality

n I o-
JM

u n = tv T(U), (7)
M

where n — dim r. According to Proposition 7, there exists a representation p of the

algebra A of functions on M associated to the s-module s* in the space Hk(M,SL\),

such that T — poa.

Let {/x}i X G fcr, be the /C-equivariant family associated to s>. Since ax — ifx f°r

X G kr, the algebra A contains the functions fx, X G kr, and is generated by them. The

algebra A;r acts on L\ by the holomorphic differential operators Ax = V^x + ifx, X G

/cr, due to Proposition 1. The operator Ax induces in Hk(M,SL\) the representation

operator p{ifx)-

Remark. For X G kr consider the operator Qx — VVx +ifx- The operator Ax differs

from Qx by the anti-holomorphic operator V,,x, which annihilates the local holomorphic

sections of L> and thus induces the trivial action on the sheaf cohomology. Therefore

the operator Qx also induces in Hk(M,SL\) the operator p{ifx)- If the s-module s* is

nondegenerate, the curvature form u of the connection V is symplectic and the function

fx is a Hamiltonian of the fundamental vector field vx on M. Then the operator Qx is

the operator of geometric quantization corresponding to the function fx •

We see that the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem provides a natural geometric representation

of the algebra A in the sheaf cohomology space of the line bundle L\.
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Theorem 7. Let X G >Ve be such that (A + 6)(Ha) ^ 0 for all a G A, A and

{fx}, X G kT, be the algebra of functions on M and the K-equivariant family associated

to the s-module S\ respectively. The algebra A is generated by its elements fx, X G kr.

Set k = # { a G A+\(X + 8)(Ha) < 0}. There exists a unique finite dimensional irreducible

representation p of the algebra A in the space Hk(M,SL\) such that for all X G kr

the representation operator p(ifx) is induced from the holomorphic differential operator

V^x + ifx on L\. There exists an element w G W such that £ = w(X + 8) — 8 is a

dominant weight of the Lie algebra gc. The representation r = p o a of gcin Hk{M.,SL\)

is irreducible with highest weight £.

Denote by Wo and wf the elements of the maximal reduced length in the Weyl groups

W and We respectively. Let r be the irreducible finite dimensional representation of the

algebra gc with highest weight (. It is known that the dual representation r ' has the

highest weight £' = — u/0C

Lemma 10. Let A G W e and w G W be such that £ = iu(A + 6) — 6 is a dominant

weight. Then A' = —A — 26'Q £ W e and there exists an element w' G W such that

£' = w'(X' + 6)-6. If{X + 6){HQ) £ 0 for allaek and k = # { a € A+\(X + 6)(Ha) < 0}

then (A' + 6){Ha) ? 0 for all a e A and # { a G A+|(A' + 6){HQ) <0} = m~k, where

m = dimcAI.

Proof. For a € 0 the reflection sQ € We maps a to — a and preserves both A+\{ar}
and < 0 >. It follows that the group We preserves the set A + \ < 0 >, whence
-2S'e E VWe and therefore A' = -A - 26'e e We. The element wf maps < 0 >+

to < 0 >~ and preserves A + \ < 0 >, whence w®6& = — 8e- Take w' — wowwf,
then w'{X' + 6) = w'{-X - S'e + 8&) = wowwf{-X - 6'e + 6e) = wow(-X - 6'e - 6e) =
wQw(-X-6) = wQ(-(-8) - -wo{+8 = C'+<5, thusC' = w'(X'+8)-8. Fora G A we have
(X'+8)(HQ) = (-\-6'e+6e)(Ha) = (wf(-X-8'e+8e))(Hwea) = (-X~8'e-8e)(Hwfa) =
(-X-8){HWBQ). Now it is clear that if (\+6){Ha) ^ 0 for all a G A then (X'+8){HQ) ^ 0
for all a G A. Since m = # ( A + \ < 0 >), X{Ha) = X'{Ha) = 0 for a €< 0 > and
8{Ha) > 0 for Q G A+, we get #{a G A+|(A' + 8)(Ha) < 0} = #{a G A+\ < 0 >
|(A' + 8)(Ha) < 0} = # { Q G A + \ < © > |(-A - 8)(Hwea) < 0} = #{a G A + \ < 0 >
|(A + 8)(Ha) > 0} = m — k. The Lemma is proved.

Retain the notations of Lemma 10 and assume that (A + 8)(Ha) ^ 0 for all a G A.
It follows from Theorem 6 and Lemma 10 that the dual representations T and r' of the
algebra gc with highest weights £ and (' are realized in the cohomology spaces Hk(M, SL\)
and Hm-k{M,SLx>) respectively. The spaces Hk{M,SLx) and Hm-k{M,SLy) are dual.
This is, in fact, the Kodaira-Serre duality.

According to Theorem 7 and Lemma 9, the s-modules sA and Sv are dual and the
associated function algebras A and A' on M have representations p and p' in Hk{M,SLx)
and Hm~k(M,SLx'), such that r = poo and r' = p'oa1 respectively (here all the notations
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have their usual meaning). Let n = dim r.

Proposit ion 9. For f € A and g € A' holds the equality

nf
J A

Proof. Choose u, v € U(gc) such that / = au, # = a'v. Then, using Eq. (7), one

gets nffgdn = nf auo'v dfi = nf aj'vl d/j. = n /(/(,)'<xu rf/x = n / /ocru dp = n f a^ d/z =

tr r(t)u) = tr((T'(v))fr(u)) = tr(p(/)(p'(g))'). The Proposition is proved.

10. Covariant and contravariant symbols on flag manifolds

Assume that A € W e is such that the (finite dimensional) space Ti = H°(Ai,SL\) of

global holomorphic sections of L\ is nontrivial. According to Theorem 6, this is the case

iff (A + 6)(Ha) > 0 for all a € A + or, equivalently, iff A is a dominant weight.

For any elements q, q' of the same fiber of L\ denote by h(q, q') their /(-invariant

hermitian scalar product such that h(q,q) = h{q). Let L2(M,Lx) denote the Hilbert

space of sections of L\, square integrable with respect to the /(-invariant Hilbert norm

Illl given by the formula | |s| |2 = JM h(s) d/i, s a section of L\. Denote the corresponding

hermitian scalar product in L?(M, L\) by < •, • >.

We introduce coherent states in H in a geometrically invariant fashion, following [13].

For q G L\ the corresponding coherent state e, is a unique element in H such that the

relation < s, eq > q = s o n(q) holds for all s 6 H. It is known that the coherent states

eq exist for all q G L\ and the mapping L\ 3 q *-* eq £ H. is antiholomorphic. For c € C

holds ecg ~ c~1eq.

The group K acts on the sections of the line bundle L\ as follows, (ks)(x) = k(s(k~lx))

for k € K, x 6 Ai and s a section of L\. This action is unitary with respect to the scalar

product < • , • > . For any holomorphic section s of L\ we have < ks, ekq > kq = (ks)(kx) =

k(s(x)), therefore < ks,ekq > q — s(x). On the other hand, < ks, keq > = < s, eq >= s(x),

whence keq — e^- The function ||e,j||2/i(g) is homogeneous of order 0 with respect to

C*-action and /(-invariant. Thus it is identically constant. Set ||e,||2/i(g) = C

Let A be an operator on Ti. It is easy to check that the function f(q) =

< Aeq, eq > I < eq, eq > on the bundle L\ is constant on the fibers. Therefore there exists

a function /A on M. such that /A O TT — f.

Definition. Berezin's covariant symbol of an operator A on Ti is the function /A

on M given by the formula /A(Z) = < Aeq,eq > / < e,, e, > for any q G L\ such that

n(q) = x e M.
The operator—symbol mapping A *—* JA is injective and thus induces an algebra struc-

ture on the set of all covariant symbols. The algebra of covariant symbols is isomorphic

to End(Ti).

Let A be a holomorphic differential operator on L\. Fix a local holomorphic trivial-

ization (U, so) of L\ and let AQ denote the local expression of the operator AonU. Then
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for x,y e U we have < Ae3o(y)te3o{x) > so{x) = Ae3o{y){x) = So{x)A0(e3oiv)(x)/s0(x)).

The function eSo(v)(x)/so(z) on U x U is holomorphic in x and antiholomorphic in y. Set

S{x) = < e ^ ^ e ^ x ) > = e,o(l)(x)/so(x). Let / be the covariant symbol of the operator

A. Since Ao is a holomorphic differential operator on U, we get for q = so(x) that f(x) =<

Ae,,e, > / < e,,e, > = (< Ae,o(v),eJo(x) > \y

Introduce the function $ = — log/ioso on U. We have 5(x) = |jeSo(I)||
2 = Cexp$ ,

whence /(x) = AoS(x)/S(x) — e~*(A0 e*) = Al, where J4 is the pushforward of the

operator A to M. The formula / = Al holds globally on M.

For u £ ZY(yc) the pushforward to M. of the operator Au on L> coincides with the

operator /u related to the s-module s>, Au = lu. Therefore the covariant symbol fu of the

operator Au on 7i can be expressed by the formula /„ = J4U1 = /ul = au. We have proved

the following theorem.

Theorem 8. Let X e W e be dominant. Then the space H = H°{M,SLX) of global

holomorphic sections of L\ is nontrivial. Endow it with the Hilbert space structure via the

norm || • || such that \\s\\2 = fM h(s) dp, s GH. Then for U 6 U(gc) the covariant symbol

of the operator Au on Ti equals ou, where a : U(gc) —> C°°(M) is the mapping associated

to the s-module S\.

According to Theorem 7, the representation p of the algebra A = cr(U(gc)) in Ti is

irreducible (the representation r = p o a of the Lie algebra gc is irreducible with highest

weight A). Therefore any operator on Ti can be represented as Au for some u € U{gc)-

Thus we get the following corollary.

Corollary. The algebra A associated to the s-module S\ coincides with the algebra

of Berezin's covariant symbols of the operators on Ti.

Let P : L2(M, L\) —> H be the orthogonal projection operator. For a measurable

function / on M. let Mj denote the multiplication operator by / . Introduce the operator

/ = PMjP on H.

Definition. A measurable function / on M. is called a contravariant symbol of an

operator A on H if A = f.

Let si,S2 be holomorphic sections of L\. Calculate the covariant symbol of the rank

one operator Ao = S\ <8> ŝ  in H,

f -
0

le<jll n\H)

Since ||e(,||
2/i(9) = C, we obtain /^0 = h(s\,S2)/C. For any measurable function g on

.M t r ( ^ ) =< gsi,s2 >=< gsi,s2 >= fh(gsus2) dp - Jgh(slts2) dfi - C f fAog dfi.

Therefore for any operator A on H holds tr(Ag) = C f f\g dp. Taking A = 1, g = 1 we

immediately obtain that C = n = dim H.
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Proposition 10. A measurable function g on M is a contravanant symbol of an

operator B onH iff for any operator A onH holds the formula tr(AB) — n f fAg d[i.

The proof is straightforward.

Let A € W e be dominant. Set A' = —A — 26'e. For the s-module s\< dual to sA let

a' : U(gc) —> C°°{M) denote the mapping associated to sy, p' be the corresponding rep-

resentation of the algebra A' = o'{U{gc)) in Hm(M,SLy) The spaces U = H°{M,SLX)

and Hm{M,SLx) are dual as representation spaces of the group G. The following theo-

rem is a direct consequence of Propositions 9,10 and Theorem 8.

Theorem 9. A function f 6 A' is a contravariant symbol of the operator (/?'(/))' in

H.

11. Quantization on flag manifolds
Now we are ready to put together various results obtained above to give examples of

quantization on a generalized flag manifold M endowed with a pseudo-Kahler metrics.

Let A e W e be such that for all a e A \ < 0 > holds A(//Q) ^ 0. According

to Proposition 8, in this case the s-module S\ on M. is nondegenerate. Denote by u

the 2-form associated to s,\. This form is pseudo-Kahler, and the index of inertia of the

corresponding pseudo-Kahler metrics equals / = # { a G A + \ < 0 > \X(Ha) < 0}. Denote

by Ah the algebra of functions on M associated to the s-module (l/h)s\. It follows from

Theorem 5 that any functions f,g € F{M.) belong to An for all but a finite number

of values of h. The product f *n g expands to the uniformly and absolutely convergent

Taylor series in h at the point h = 0, / *n g = ]Cr>o ̂ rCr(f, g), where Cr(-, •), r = 0 , 1 , . . . ,

are bidifferential operators which define the deformation quantization with separation of

variables on M. corresponding to the (non-deformed) pseudo-Kahler form u.

For n € M holds nX € W e . Theorem 7 implies that for h — \/n the algebra An has

a natural geometric representation pn in the sheaf cohomology space of the line bundle

LnX = (LA)", Hh = Hk»{M,SLnX), where kn = # { a 6 A+|(nA + 6)(Ha) < 0}. Since

for a e A + holds 6(Ha) > 0, only those a G A + contribute to kn for which X(Ha) < 0.

Therefore A;n = / for n > > 0. In other words, for sufficiently small values of h = 1/n

the dimension of the sheaf cohomology the representation pn is realized in is equal to the

index of inertia / of the pseudo-Kahler metrics on M corresponding to the (l,l)-form u>.

We have obtained pseudo-Kahler quantization on a generalized flag manifold.

Now assume A 6 W e is dominant in the rest of the paper. Then the metrics cor-

responding to the (l,l)-form u> on M is positive definite, i.e., u is a Kahler form, and

Theorem 8 implies that for h = 1/n the space Hn = H°(M,SLn\) is the space of global

holomorphic sections of the line bundle LnX — (L\)n and An is the corresponding algebra

of Berezin's covariant symbols on M. Thus we arrive at Berezin's Kahler quantization on

M. and identify the associated formal deformation quantization obtained in [12], [4] with
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the quantization with separation of variables, corresponding to the non-deformed Kahler

form u.

Consider the s-module s(h) = -s> + /ismn. It depends rationally on h and is regular

at h — 0. Denote by Ucan the (l,l)-form associated to the canonical s-module s^,, on

M.. Then the form, associated to s(h) is — u> + hoJcan. The s-module (l/h)s(h) is dual to

(l/ft)s>. Denote by (^,*'f t) the algebra of functions on M associated to the s-module

(\/h)s(h). For any functions / ,g € F(M) the product / *'h g depends rationally on h

and is regular at h = 0. The asymptotic expansion of the product / *'h g gives rise to the

deformation quantization with separation of variables (T, *') corresponding to the formal

deformation of the negative-definite Kahler form -u, u/ = -u + vujcan.

If h = 1/n then the algebra A'h has a representation p'h in the space Hm{M,SLxn),

where m = dimcM and Â  = —nX — 26'e. The space Hm(M,SL\>n) is dual to Hh and

Theorem 9 implies that any function / E A'h is a contravariant symbol of the operator

{Ph(f)Y m t n e space Tin- The mapping A'h 3 f >-* {p'h{f)Y ls &n anti-homomorphism.

Thus, in order to obtain quantization on M by contravariant symbols (it is usually called

Berezin-Toeplitz quantization, see [14]), we have to consider the algebras (Ah, *n), oppo-

site to (A'h, *'h). Then Ah 3 / •-* {p'hiDY wm" De a representation of the algebra Ah- The

corresponding deformation quantization (J7, *) is opposite to (T, +'). As it was shown in

Section 5, this quantization is also a quantization with separation of variables, though with

respect to the opposite complex structure on M. It corresponds to the formal (l,l)-form

—u/ = u> — vucan on the opposite complex manifold M.. This form is a formal deformation

of the Kahler form u on. M.. (The metrics on M., corresponding to the (l,l)-form u> is a

negative-definite Kahler metrics.)

It would be interesting to compare the deformation quantization associated to Berezin-

Toeplitz quantization on a general compact Kahler manifold in [14] with deformation

quantization with separation of variables.
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